See and be Seen – Singapore’s first night cycling safety initiative

TERMS & CONDITION

The See and be Seen ("SABS") 2018 is organized by Firefly Connections Pte. Ltd (referred to herein as the "Organizers") in accordance with these Rules & Regulations ("R&R") and any other Terms and Conditions ("T&C") that is applicable to the Participants, which can be found at www.fireflyconnections.org ("Official Website"). These rules apply at the material time and to all and any ruling of the Organizer.

The Organizers reserve the right to modify or substitute any of these R&R's and/or T&Cs from time to time as they deem fit. If there is ambiguity in any of these provisions, the Organizers shall be the authority to interpret and in so doing, they will take into account the interests of all the affected Participants. Any amendments to these R&R's and/or T&Cs will be updated on the Official Website.

Section 1: General Rules

1.1 The participant, who is a person who has entered to take part in the SABS, is deemed to have given written permission to the Organizers for the Organizers to collect, analyze and collate any personal information relating to that Participant, as the Organizers may in their sole discretion deem fit, including without any limitation information for the Organizers’ program, planning, data-processing, statistical or risk-analysis, research, fund-raising and/or, any other purposes in furtherance of the functions of Firefly Connections Pte Ltd.

1.2 SABS 2018 will be held on 6 October 2018. The Organizers reserve the right to postpone SABS 2018 if unforeseen circumstances calls for it (e.g. haze, flood etc.), and right to cancel the SABS 2018 at any time without prior notice to the participants, in which case they will make an effort to inform the participants prior to the date of the event. In event of cancellation, participants can redeem food vouchers that are worth their ticket prices.

1.3 All participants are required to read, comprehend, understand and follow the stipulated rules and regulations, event signs and directions, and verbal instructions given to them during the course of the event.

1.4 Participants are advised to check our website regularly: http://fireflyconnections.org/events/see-and-be-seen-2018/ for any updates or amendments with regards to event instructions and information.

1.5 The Organizers reserve the right to amend the SABS 2018 ride routes as they deem fit for the safety of the participants and/or to prevent any potential hazards in the running of the event, at any time without prior notice to the Participant. In such cases, every effort will be made to inform the participants prior to the date of the event. The Organizers shall not be liable for any other loss or inconvenience caused due to such changes.

1.6 In the event of inclement weather, the Organizers reserve the right to delay the commencement of the ride. Should the inclement weather persist after delay, the Organizers reserve the right to cancel the ride without any refund of registration fees.

Section 2: Registration

2.1 Registration is on a first-come-first-serve basis, and is subjected to a maximum capacity. After which, subsequent applications will be rejected.

2.2 For all participants under the age of 16, a parent or legal guardian must agree to fill in a specific indemnity clause on the registration form.

2.3 The Participant provides any information that is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, or if the Organizers have grounds to suspect that such information is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, the Organizers may suspend or terminate the Participant’s registration and refuse any and all future use of the Official Website (or any parts thereof). Entry forms that are incomplete will not be entertained. A Confirmation Letter will be sent to registered email addresses after registration to confirm your ride entry. Please inform the Organizers if you do not receive the Confirmation Letter by the Closing Date of Registration.

2.4 To ensure that your ride details are correct, please check your particulars upon receipt of the Confirmation Letter and report the discrepancy from your intended registration within 48 hours after entry form has been submitted to the Organizers. Any changes thereafter will be subject to an admin charge of SGD$10.00.

2.5 Upon registration, each participant must certify that he/she is physically fit to complete the event, and is not suffering from any medical condition whatsoever, which would inhibit him/her from completing the event. He/she has the responsibility to declare any past medical condition, injuries, illnesses which may pose a risk to him/herself and obtain a doctor’s approval to participate. Participants must also ensure that they possess reasonable sufficient cycling abilities, which are adequate for them to complete the event successfully and safely.

2.6 After registration, there will be no fee refund for Participants who do not eventually take part in the SABS 2018, for any reasons whatsoever.

2.7 Only the official registration forms or tickets sold via ticketing agent will be accepted.

2.8 Closing date for the submission of registration forms will be on the 29 September 2018.

2.9 Participants are required to produce their Identification Card during registration on the event day. Failure to do so will lead to the forfeit of the fees being paid. Participants will also be ineligible to take part in the event.

2.10 New registration on the event day will not be entertained.

2.11 Please note that registration fee is NON–REFUNDABLE even if the participant is unable to attend the event.

2.12 Participants are strictly not allowed to transfer their ride entries to another party after their registrations are confirmed.

Section 3: Safety

3.1 Participants are required to adhere to safety traffic rules and regulations at all times during the event. They are further required to follow instructions and cycle in a single file. Overtaking of the lead cyclist is not allowed.

3.2 Participants who pose a threat or safety hazard to the event will be disqualified and the Organizers reserve the right to ensure that he/she will be unable to proceed with the event.

3.3 Only cycling is allowed during the event. Other activities, for e.g., rollerblading, are strictly prohibited and participants who insist on pursuing these activities will not be entertained and be subsequently banned from participation.

3.4 For safety reasons, Participants who commence before the actual start time, will be deemed as retired from the ride.

3.5 Participants who do not start within 15 minutes from the flag off will be deemed as retired and for safety reason, may not be allowed to start.

Section 4: Event Jersey

4.1 All Participants must collect their Event jerseys and/or other novelties during the collection period ("Collection Period"), of which details will be stated on the Official Website. If Participants are unable to collect their jerseys in person, they may empower a duly authorized representative in accordance with the procedure detailed on the Official Website.

4.2 Late collection will not be entertained and the Organizers shall not be liable for any other loss or inconvenience caused, due to Participants’ inability to collect their jerseys. At all times, it is the responsibility of the Participants to collect their jerseys during the Collection Period. Jerseys not collected during the Collection Period will be deemed as unwanted, and the Organizers, shall be at liberty to dispose or re-distribute them accordingly.

Section 5: Equipments & Provision

5.1 Safety helmets are to be worn at all times throughout the entire journey by all participants.

5.2 Participants are encouraged NOT to bring bulky items as there is no storage area for personal belongings.

5.3 Participants who are cycling with their own bicycles must ensure that they have their own helmets, white frontal lamps and back reflectors.

5.4 Participants are strongly encouraged to use their own bicycles for the event.

Section 6: Attire

6.1 All participants are required to wear the Event jersey throughout the duration of the event for identification purpose.

6.2 Participants are required to be in the appropriate sports covered shoes at all times during the event. Inappropriate footwear, for e.g. sandals and slippers, will not be allowed.

6.3 No changes of size of jerseys are allowed. We will adhere strictly to the size that participants indicate on the registration form.

6.4 Sizes of jerseys are subjected to availability.

6.5 Cyclist must ride on the designated path for the entire route. Failure to do so will be deemed as retired from the event.

Section 7: Photography and Video recording

7.1 The Organizers reserve the right to use any photographs (including those of Participants), motion pictures, recordings, or any other media records of SABS, for any legitimate purpose, including commercial advertising.

Section 8: Enquiries

8.1 For additional information, participants may refer to the official website at http://fireflyconnections.org/events/see-and-be-seen-2018/ or email us at enquiry@fireflyconnections.org